
Fisheries Management Diary November 2021.

Monday 1st November.
Pete was out today to various fisheries checking for fallen or dangerous trees following the high
winds. At Wedgehill there was one tree on the track approaching the main gate that was leaning
over but it had got caught up in the branches of another. This will need looking at soon.

Tuesday 2nd November.
I went over to Wedgehill today to put up a sign so we could close the venue on Friday to allow
Pete and Russ to take the dangerous tree down, it looked big !

Thursday 4th November.
Steve W and Jerry went to Tincleton today where Steve has kindly taken on the task of
maintaining the fishery for us. They managed to clear some more swims from the bank which
improves access for members. Yet another tree has come down at the far end so Steve spoke
to the owner who is going to sort it ! Steve also put up a temporary sign by the bridge and some
tubing over the barbed wire to make access easier.

Friday 5th November.
An early start for Pete and Russell over at Wedgehill but on looking at the tree closely they
decided that it was just too big for them to handle safely. From Wedgehill they shot over to
Hucklesbrook to assist Brian and Bob taking delivery of a Tench and Carp stocking.

Saturday 6th November.
A full work party today consisting of myself, Pete, Russell, Simon, Lawrence and Steve W the
main task being to burn and/or move all of the cut down brash on the road and somerley banks.
This was done with two big bonfires and it also allowed Russell with the chainsaw to cut down
some other branches that needed to be removed to open up some of the swims. The high bank
on the waterpark was also cleared where needed in preparation for Kevin to continue with the
track construction.
In the afternoon myself and Pete checked on the progress of Kevin, re-marked out the swims he
still had to do on the road bank and we also started the construction of the first disabled
platform.

Wednesday 10th November.
The rivers team as usual led by Adrain with 5 helpers went to the north end of the Ringwood
fishery where they cleared and opened up the access and swims on both banks of the main
river and also a few swims at the top end of the Kings stream.

Thursday 11th November.
A very early start for myself and Pete today, I had to go over to Wedgehill to put up a sign
closing the lakes next Tuesday and collect some timber from the lock up. Pete was over to
Holtwood to also collect timber.



From there we met at Hucklesbrook with Martin joining us, the aim being to open up some of the
swims on the Somerley bank ahead of Kevin. By lunchtime we had done one of the three up to
the point since the other two had members fishing them!
After lunch the three of us went over to Ibsley where we had a report of a tree blocking the path
around Tomkins. It turned out to be a very old rotten tree stump that was covered in bramble
and ivy. We managed to cut this off and roll the stump to one side.

Friday 12th November.
Pete went over to Redbrook this morning since we have been informed that the walkway was in
need of repair. Pete decided that it was too dangerous to use so he shut it off.

Also today Steve W and Anton were back over at Tincleton to continue with the work they are
doing to improve the fishery. Some general clearance was completed and one more swim
opened up to make it fishable.

Saturday 13th November.
Today Pete, Russell, Simon, Steve W and Lee went to Holtwood to clear up the large Oak tree
that had fallen last week into the nearby horse field. It was a very long and hard day but by 4pm
the mass of leaves and twigs had been raked up, logs moved and the area tidied up. It was a



very good job that the field owners had been in and cut up at least half of it for their own use
otherwise it would have meant another trip.

Wednesday 17th November.
Pete was at Hucklesbrook today to help Kevin with the rolling of the new track so far. All the
thousands of leaves had to be blown off before rolling !
Whilst this was going on some others from the committee were involved in the carp stocking at
Spinnaker.

Rivers.
Adrian went over to Redbrook and also agreed that the walkway was too far gone to consider a
repair.

Thursday 18th November.
Myself, Pete and Martin were at Hucklesbrook with the task of marking out the swims and high
bank on the next section for Kevin to start work on. We were also hoping to do some more tree
work but as usual things take longer than you think !

Saturday 20th November.
Myself, Pete, Lawrence, Simon and Steve were at Wedgehill today with the aim being to collect
up all the leaves and branches from the car park and around the ponds. Russell also came
along to chain saw up some fallen branches. This was all completed by midday and whilst some
went off to fish, we got on with repairing the broken platform on the middle pond, this turned out
to be a partial rebuild rather than a repair ! Before we left three more platforms along the back
track had been checked and new kick boards added.

Monday 22nd November.
Pete was out and about today starting over at Linwood saw mills to order up some Oak beams
to make the frames for the new disabled platforms at Hucklesbrook.
Today we also had an email from Dave F who helps to look after Wainsford to say he had
started on the task of raking up all the leaves from the drive and car park.



Tuesday 23rd November.
Myself, Pete and Colin were at Holtwood today firstly to clear the tons of leaves from the drive,
car park and track to the ponds. After this we went down onto the middle pond and started the
necessary repairs to the 3 worst platforms. By the end of the day 2 of the 3 were almost
complete and thanks to Colin who offered to nip down the next day to finish one off.

Wednesday 24th November.
Rivers Team. Today Adrain and his team of 6 helpers were back on the Kings Stream at
Ringwood but this time going in at the bottom end. They had a good recce of the stretch  and
after this some blockages were removed. Several good looking swims were identified and they
will require further visits to open them up.

Today Pete was up at Hucklesbrook to check on the progress that Kevin was making and to see
if anything needed doing. Kevin had managed to remove the large fallen tree to the left of the
point which was much bigger than we thought !
Pete also had a meeting at Redbrook with a contractor to look at the possibility of building a new
walkway.

Thursday 25th November.
Pete was back at Holtwood today where he tidied up the main entrance to the fishery and blew
the leaves off the car park again ! After this he went round and looked at the remaining
platforms to see what sort of repairs were needed, luckily they were not too bad !

Saturday 27th November.
Today’s work party at Hucklesbrook was cancelled due to the bad weather.

Sunday 28th November.
Pete had a drive round to check the lakes for any storm damage, luckily none was found.

Monday 29th November.
Today Pete and Colin were at Holtwood continuing on with the platform repairs. By the end of
the day all platforms on the middle and bottom ponds had been checked and repaired, none



needing any major work. Colin has kindly offered to go back and add the kick boards and make
a start at covering them with astro turf.
Pete also went to the timber merchants to pick up the Oak that had been ordered for the new
platforms for Hucklesbrook.

Tuesday 30th November.
Myself, Pete Russell and Brian were at Hucklesbrook for various amounts of time today. We had
to make a decision about the construction method for the disabled platforms, which we did.
Russell also had to take down some dead Ash trees that were in a dangerous state.
After lunch myself and Pete built the frame for the first disabled platform and moved it into
position for Kevin to fix into place.


